IE-02 International Education Course
Sep 1 (Tue) 10:45 ~ 12:15 Room 10 (Okayama Prefectural Medical Association Office 2F Miki Memorial Hall)

Chairs: Man Mohan Mehndiratta
Janakpuri Super Speciality Hospital Society
Shan Ping Yu
Emory University School of Medicine / VA Medical Center

IE-02-1 Management of Acute Stroke-Evolution so far and Future
Man Mohan Mehndiratta
Department of Neurology Janakpuri Super Speciality Hospital Society (An Autonomous Post-Graduate Institute), India

IE-02-2 Diagnosis of Headache: Pearls and Pitfalls
David W. Dodick
Mayo Clinic, USA

IE-02-3 Role of the gut brain axis on gut microbiome mediated inflammation in Alzheimer's Disease
Giulio M. Pasinetti
Icahn School of Medicine at Mount Sinai, USA / James J Peters Veterans Affairs Medical Center, USA

IE-02-4 The role of microbiota in Alzheimer disease animals and patients
Chaur-Jong Hu
Department of Neurology and Dementia Center, Shuang Ho Hospital, Taipei Medical University, Taiwan / Department of Neurology, School of Medicine, College of Medicine, Taipei Medical University, Taiwan

LM-07 Lecture Marathon 07
Sep 1 (Tue) 9:00 ~ 10:00 Room 08 (Okayama Prefectural Medical Association Office 4F Conference Room 401)

Chair: Osamu Onodera
Brain Research Institute, Niigata University

LM-07-1 Elucidation of molecular mechanisms of neurodegenerative diseases
Fumiaki Tanaka
Department of Neurology and Stroke Medicine, Yokohama City University Graduate School of Medicine

LM-08 Lecture Marathon 08
Sep 1 (Tue) 10:00 ~ 11:00 Room 08 (Okayama Prefectural Medical Association Office 4F Conference Room 401)

Chair: Daisuke Kuzume
Department of Neurology, Chikamori Hospital

LM-08-1 What neurologists can and should do with neuroendovascular treatment
Yuki Kamiya
Showa University Koto Toyosu Hospital
LM-09 Lecture Marathon 09
Sep 1 (Tue) 11:00 ~ 12:00  Room 08 (Okayama Prefectural Medical Association Office 4F Conference Room 401)
Chair: Shun Shimohama
Department of Neurology, Sapporo Medical University School of Medicine

LM-09-1 Treatment of Dementia from Neurological Practitioner
~for gentle and great neurologist in home town~
Tatsushi Kamiya
Dept. of Neurology, Kamiya Clinic / Dept. of Neurological Science, Graduate School of Medicine, Nippon Medical School

LM-10 Lecture Marathon 10
Sep 1 (Tue) 14:30 ~ 15:30  Room 08 (Okayama Prefectural Medical Association Office 4F Conference Room 401)
Chair: Kazunori Toyoda
Dept. of Cerebrovascular Medicine, National Cerebral and Cardiovascular Center

LM-10-1 Topics in diagnosis and treatment for acute stroke
Shigeru Fujimoto
Division of Neurology, Department of Medicine, Jichi Medical University

LM-11 Lecture Marathon 11
Sep 1 (Tue) 15:30 ~ 16:30  Room 08 (Okayama Prefectural Medical Association Office 4F Conference Room 401)
Chair: Hiroshi Takashima
Department of Neurology and Geriatrics, Kagoshima University

LM-11-1 From transmission phenomenon to hereditary conditions:
Membrane trafficking and pathogenesis of PD
Takafumi Hasegawa
Division of Neurology, Department of Neuroscience & Sensory Organs, Tohoku University
Graduate School of Medicine

LM-12 Lecture Marathon 12
Sep 1 (Tue) 16:30 ~ 17:30  Room 08 (Okayama Prefectural Medical Association Office 4F Conference Room 401)
Chair: Hiroaki Adachi
Department of Neurology, University of Occupational and Environmental Health School of Medicine

LM-12-1 Let’s master the basic approach to weakness and sensory disturbance by electrophysiological test
Katsumi Kurokawa
KAWASAKI MEDICAL SCHOOL GENERAL MEDICAL CENTER, DEPARTMENT OF NEUROLOGY